Three most common mistakes in active learning, accidental mentoring, "AltAc" careers and more - Nov. 5, 2014.

Tools for your teaching

Here's how to develop and use learning outcomes, active learning methods, and more.

Accidental mentoring

Sometimes your teaching doesn't go well, but you mentor students anyway: from a Stanford Med resident.

Beyond the tenure track

Doctoral candidates, open up your career search beyond the tenure track. Learn about "Alt Ac," or alternative academic, careers of choice in higher education.

SPOTLIGHT ON LEARNING:

Three most common mistakes in active learning

Ready to get your students more engaged? Prof. Mike Prince explains the top three pitfalls in active learning and how to avoid them.

Faculty Events

Nov. 12, 5pm: The Virtual Human Interaction Lab and its Uses in Educational Research (grads welcome as well)

Dec. 3, 12pm: Syllabus Clinic

See all Autumn faculty events.

Grad Events

Nov. 19, 4pm: Writing to Completion

Winter Qtr Course: EDUC/CTL 297: Teaching and Learning in Higher Education

See all Autumn grad events.

Teaching Grants

Due Nov. 14: iPads for Learning
More teaching & learning resources 24/7 at our Teaching Commons website!
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